
Rules for hall A
- Replacement of players on the court takes          
  place on the full hour. Players do not have 
  access to the court 5 minutes before 
  booked time.

- It is forbidden to use shoes with black    
  soles. They discolor the floor.

- You may need to remove/ put up the     
   tennis net when your time starts.

- If you move the floorball rink you have          
  to replace it accordning to the map.



Rules for hall B Rules for hall C

- Don´t throw snus or garbage on the 
floor. Use the bins!

- Replacement of players on the court takes          
  place on the full hour. Players do not have 
  access to the court 5 minutes before 
  booked time.

- You may need to remove/ put up the     
   badminton net when your time starts.

- It is forbidden to use shoes with black    
  soles. They discolor the floor.



Rules for hall C

- When playing floorball. Make sure the 
net between hall C and D is up properly.

- Replacement of players on the court takes          
  place on the full hour. Players do not have 
  access to the court 5 minutes before 
  booked time.

- You may need to remove/ put up the     
   badminton net when your time starts.

- It is forbidden to use shoes with black    
  soles. They discolor the floor.



Rules for hall D

- Table tennis: Put the table on one side of 
the badminton net. Always use the 
barriers. Remove the table before your 
time is up.

- Replacement of players on the court takes          
  place on the full hour. Players do not have 
  access to the court 5 minutes before 
  booked time.

- It is forbidden to use shoes with black    
  soles. They discolor the floor.



Rules for hall E
- Replacement of players on the court takes          
  place on the full hour. Players do not have 
  access to the court 5 minutes before 
  booked time.

- It is forbidden to use shoes with black    
  soles. They discolor the floor.

- Don´t throw snus or garbage on the            
  floor. Use the bins or bring it with you!


